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From Your Chapter Director

Hello everyone. The year of 2020 is moving along according to the
calendar, but activity wise things seem to be standing still. Yes, July is
here, and the heat is on. Still most of us continue to shelter in place
trying to protect ourselves. Good news is some are back riding either
alone or in small groups. I had my bike out a couple of times last month
with a trip to Hampton / Williamsburg VA and a ride to Tarboro. It’s was
relaxing and exhilarating to be back on the road with two wheels.
I was in Princeville the weekend of June 20th for a meeting at the park.
Just so happen a clinic was there administering Covid-19 testing. There
was not a line, so I decided, why not? I got the antibody test (blood
drawn) which is supposed to tell if I have COVID or if I have had it and have
the antibodies. Was told if I was infected, they would call within three
days and if not, I would get a letter in the mail in about two weeks. I haven’t received a call so that’s
good news.
Jane sent out a birthday ride to Falls Lake to celebrate April through August birthdays. Please RSVP to
Jane so she can adequately make plans. We will use the event as our July gathering.
We should be
able to easily social distance at one of the pavilions. I look forward to seeing many of you.
I hope all enjoyed the 4th of July weekend with the different types of celebrations you were able to
devise. I am certain there were several cookouts and other modified activities.
I have been watching
some of the virtual Wing Dings on Facebook. Hope some of you took time to check out some of the
presentations.
I built a patio off my deck (coronavirus project) a couple of months back. Last month I added an
additional six feet and built some flower boxes. I am not good at keeping plants alive but decided to
give it a try. A couple of trips to Lowes for potting soil and plants and magically the patio came alive
with color. Now I can sit on the deck and enjoy flowers as long as I can keep them alive. Other than
that, I power washed the house and continue to walk three miles each day. Not very exciting but it’s a
routine that keeps the boredom away, not to mention the extra pounds. If you recall I told you at the
beginning of the Stay at Home order my grandson challenged me to lose 13 pounds in 30 days. I did
meet the challenge and have been able to maintain for 3 months. So far, So Good!
So, to recap, we will have a July gathering in conjunction with the birthday ride at Falls Lake on July
18th.

Until then – Be Safe and Have FUN,

John
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From Your ACD

James and I have been staying at home doing some much needed
house maintenance. We are glad it’s almost done. Sadly, the cool
weather is gone, and the heat has caught up with us. But we still
plan to do some riding when we can.
We were saddened to hear about the passing of Beth Broadway’s beloved father.
Beth and Jimmy, we are thinking about you and pray you find the strength you
need to get through this difficult time.

Having FUN Making Memories!
James and Debra
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From Your District Directors
IN THESE TOUGH TIMES, DON'T FORGET TO LAUGH
I surely do miss hanging out with all of you! I miss all the hugs, the smiles
and the stories. But more than those I miss the laughter. Isn’t it the
laughter that pulls us into unity, a unity that overcomes irritations and
heals heart wounds? My daughter describes our family: “We don’t play a lot,
but we sure laugh a lot.” We laugh when we greet, we laugh when we work, we
laugh when we share stories, we laugh when we fight, and we laugh when we eat. As MEC
part of my job is to get people talking and (hopefully) laughing. Since I can’t play any of my
silly games that do that, here’s my attempt to bring us together virtually with some
laughter.
~~~~~~~~~
A guy takes a trip for a short holiday. His wife is on a business trip that is ending the next day
and she plans to fly down and meet him. When he arrives at his hotel, he sends her a quick
message. Unable to find the piece of paper on which he wrote her company e-mail address,
he does his best from memory. Unfortunately, he doesn’t get it exactly right and the
message is routed instead to someone whose husband recently passed away. When the
grieving widow opens her e-mail, she takes one look at her monitor, screams, and faints. The
message on the computer screen read:
My darling wife … just checked in, everything is prepared for your arrival tomorrow. Looking
forward to us being together again.
Your loving husband.
PS: It sure is hot down here.
~~~~~~~~~
Two hunters are out in the woods when one of them collapses. He’s not breathing, and his
eyes are glazed. The other guy whips out his cell phone and calls 911. “I think my friend is
dead!” he yells. “What can I do?” The operator says, “Calm down. First, let’s make sure he’s
dead.” There’s a silence, then a shot. Back on the phone, the guy says, “Okay, now what?”
~~~~~~~~~
Wife: "What are you doing?"
Husband: "Nothing."
Wife: "Nothing? You've been reading our marriage certificate for an hour."
Husband: "I was looking for the expiration date."
~~~~~~~~~
An ad for a hedge clipper that I had to read twice: “A built-in safety switch prevents
accidental starting, and blades will stop when you take one hand off.” Michael
Goldstone
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When I was a proofreader, I shared with my coworkers this example to
illustrate how writing can skew based on gender: A professor wrote on
the blackboard, “Woman without her man is nothing.” The students
were then instructed to insert the proper punctuation. The men
wrote, “Woman, without her man, is nothing.” The women wrote,
“Woman! Without her, man is nothing.” —Susan Allen
~~~~~~~~~
Feeling down about my thinning hair, I told a friend, “Soon I’ll never need to go back to the
beauty salon. Whenever I vacuum, all I pick up is my hair.” A glass-half-full kind of gal, she
responded, “Well, then you won’t need to vacuum either.” —Agnes S
~~~~~~~~~
Kid: “Papa, are you growing taller all the time?”
Father: “No, my child. Why do you ask?”
Kid: “Because the top of your head is poking up through your hair.”
~~~~~~~~~
A priest buys a lawn mower at a yard sale. Back home, he pulls on the starter rope a few
times with no results. He storms back to the yard sale and tells the previous owner, “I can’t
get the mower to start!” “That’s because you have to curse to get it started,” says the man.
“I’m a man of the cloth. I don’t even remember how to curse.” “You keep pulling on that
rope, and it’ll come back to you.” Rose Mattix
~~~~~~~~~
Dad has been telling me for years about various friendly encounters with, and his fondness for
Mike, another resident in his apartment building. I found out yesterday Mike is the dog
upstairs. Monica Heisey
~~~~~~~~~
I’d rather spend ten minutes rearranging the dishwasher to accommodate something than
spend 30 seconds washing it by hand. @goldengateblond
~~~~~~~~~
My husband and his sister are notorious yakkers. They can hold court on any subject. One day,
he called her. All he had to say was “Hi,” and that launched her into a marathon session,
going on about this, that, and the other. When she finally paused to come up for air, she had
one question: “Who am I talking to?” —Christine Hohman
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So, I’m wondering how many of these have you giggled at earlier? These certainly represent
our generation. But notice how the generations change and yet the smiles still come!

We truly look forward to seeing you soon.
Can't wait to see you!

Glenn and Joy Kennedy
District Directors
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From Chapter Couple of The Year

Hello July,
Thank you for the blessing
You have for us in the month of July!

July signifies the height of summer and all its glorious radiance, celebration of summer. The
Roman Senate in honor of Julius Caesar, named July the month of his birth.
People born in the month of July are very optimistic. They tend to be extremely positive in
every situation. If you have a July-born baby, rest assured because he will be liked by
all. July-borns focus on the bright side of life.
The larkspur, especially white forms, generally indicates lightheartedness; pink, fickleness;
purple, first love. The water lily symbolizes purity of heart.
The July birthstone is the ruby, which is believed to protect its wearer from evil. They are
second hardest natural gemstones, with only the diamond being harder.
Fun Facts:
July 3: Brings the start of the hot and sultry Dog Days of Summer!
July 4: Independence Day (U.S.). On the fourth of July, we celebrate the adoption of the
Declaration of Independence in 1776. Fly the flag!
July 6: National Fried Chicken Day
July 14: Bastille Day start of the French Revolution.
July 17: World Emoji Day
July 19: National Ice Cream Day
July 23: Parents' Day and National Hot Dog Day
July 25: National Day of the Cowboy
July 28: National Chili Dog Day

Have FUN and Stay Safe!!

Roger and Dolores Patterson
Couple of the Year 2020
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From Your Event Coordinator
Hard to believe another month has flown by. But I have been very
productive around the house and the property. It’s amazing how easy
it is to put things off, and off, and off. Well, now they are done and
organized, and it feels good. We are ready for a vacation, but there is
no place to go! Our trip to Alaska in celebration of a birthday and
anniversary, and the end of my treatments, was cancelled, of course.
Boohoo. Maybe next year.

We are planning a chapter birthday celebration at Falls Lake State Recreation Area to
acknowledge all the birthdays and anniversaries we have missed during the COVID pandemic,
which would include the months of April through August. The date is Saturday, July 18. The
rental pavilions are not yet open so we will be using the regular picnic areas, which are
available on a first come, first serve basis, for groups of 25 people or less. Please bring your
own lunch and beverage, and the chapter will provide a birthday cake. There is a fee of $7
per vehicle to enter the park. Please let me know of your attendance as soon as possible so
that we may reserve a space for you. Ride information will be forthcoming.
The saga of Snookie, the cat, continues. He gets into more trouble and is getting to be quite
expensive. Last Saturday (these things always happen on a weekend when your vet is not
available, and you have to mortgage your house in order to see a 24 hour vet at least an
hour’s drive away), Snookie started having tremors and then he had a seizure, which was very
frightening. We got him to the emergency vet, and he had to be treated and kept overnight
for observation. It seems he ate something toxic and had a neurological reaction. We had
the pest control technician in the day before Snookie became ill and he sprayed around the
outside of the buildings and the inside doors of the garage. So, it seems that Snookie, who is
an indoor kitty, must have eaten a bug which was sprayed, and that’s how he became ill.
Never a dull moment at the Petzold household. We had 5 pets, are now down to 3, but the
vets still love us!
Hope that you are all doing well and staying healthy. In order to do this, I highly recommend
not watching the news!
Stay well, safe, and healthy!
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From Your Ride Coordinator
Forget Something?
I recently met up with some of my GWRRA friends and others for a nice group
ride. I cannot tell you how great it felt to finally get out of the house and
gather with others for a ride. It was a beautiful day with temperatures in the
mid-70s and exceptionally low humidity. I did not know about anyone else,
but I had not participated in a group ride in quite some time.
After greeting everyone and determining that probably no one else would be
coming, we decided to prepare for the ride. I asked everyone to gather around and suggested
that we break into 3 groups considering the number of bikes but was overruled by the
majority who felt that 2 groups would be sufficient. However, I did ask for volunteers to lead
the 2 groups. I chose to be neither a group lead nor a tail gunner mostly because my CB radio
was not working.
The leads and gunners were decided, and I positioned myself as the second bike behind the
lead of group 1. Within a few minutes we were on our way. In our group, I knew everyone
but had not necessarily been on a group ride with them. At appropriate times, I used hand
signals to point out road hazards, oncoming traffic, merging traffic, slowing down, etc. My
group lead also used hand signals in addition to using the CB radio to alert the group to
various situations.
Unfortunately, some of the hand signals my group lead used were foreign to
me and it occurred to me that for those following me, whom I had never
ridden with before, my hand signals were probably foreign to them as well.
None of this prevented us from making it to our destination safely and we
eventually found a great spot where we could all gather, eat our lunch,
socialize, and keep a safe distance.
Conversations ran the gamut, and everyone seemed relaxed, happy to be outside, and
genuinely enjoying the beautiful weather. Of course, considering the times we live in, at
some point the conversation turned to the pandemic and whether to or not to wear masks. I
listened for a while and when the question was sent my way, I quickly backed away from the
discussion and explained that I don’t feel qualified to speak on the subject one way or
another. However, I jumped up on a makeshift stage and declared that there is a subject that
I am knowledgeable about and that is motorcycle safety. I thought this would be a perfect
opportunity to address some of my observations prior to, during, and after we reached our
ride destination.
I explained that I felt this was important because I had never ridden with some of the people
and I was also not sure if they were members of GWRRA or not. I thought it would be fun and
educational to identify certain key points of group riding as taught in our riding classes. I
covered hand signals by asking “How would the group lead inform the tail gunner that there
was a need for a lane change”, and “How do we inform the group that there is something in
the lane”.
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I could tell that for some of the people that I didn’t know and had never ridden with before,
they were interested in the responses to the questions, but it didn’t appear to me that they
knew the answers prior to hearing them. I can tell you that I was pleased with the
participation and I felt that everyone was getting benefit from the discussion. Unfortunately,
I was unable to complete it.
I was disappointed because I believe that we lost a valuable missed opportunity. The title of
this article is “Forget Something” because what we teach in our classes is that a group ride
should begin with the group lead providing directions to everyone in the group, a discussion of
what to do in case of an emergency, and various other topics including hand signals.
What both groups forgot to do was identify who would play which role(s) in case of an
accident. Both groups also forgot to discuss what hand signals would be used on this
particular ride, if any. Both groups forgot to make sure that the new riders (to GWRRA) were
familiarized with how we change lanes, identify hazards, regroup, park, and communicate
with each other at the conclusion of the ride.
Of course, everyone forgets some of the principles of group riding which is why it is so
important to have the discussion prior to the start of a ride. This discussion ensures that
everyone is on the same page. I would strongly encourage everyone to pull out the training
documentation they received from their last class and refresh themselves. If you can’t find
that information, please reach out to me. As the chapter ride coordinator, I feel one of my
most important roles is to help my chapter learn and adhere to the safety issues which
GWRRA espouses.
If there’s a desire, I would happily hold a virtual training session to refamiliarize everyone
with safe practices for group rides. If interested, please call, text, or email me and we can
schedule a date/time that is suitable for all participants.

In the meantime, please enjoy the rest of the riding season
and stay safe!
James C. ‘Brad’ Bradford
NC-X Chapter Ride Coordinator
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Motorcycle Facts That Will Blow Your Mind - Part 2
13. In 2010, Rocky Robinson used a streamliner-shaped motorcycle to set a world record for
the fastest motorcycle at just over 376 miles per hour on the famed Bonneville Salt Flats
in Utah.
14. A man in North Carolina buried his Harley-Davidson on his property and claimed it stolen in
2006. He was paid for the stolen motorcycle and his loan also paid off. The motorcycle
was discovered in 2012 by a new owner of the property having some grading done by a
contractor.
15. Prior to 2008, the leading age category for motorcycle fatalities was 29 years old and less,
but 2008 saw a decrease in that category and lead change to the 50 years and older
crowd.
16. The longest distance riding a motorcycle in 24 hours is 2023.5 miles (3256.5 kilometers)
and was achieved by Matthew McKelvey aka “Bushy” at the Phakisa Freeway in Welkom,
South Africa, on 8 October 2014.
17. Did you know Steve McQueen’s famous 65-foot motorcycle jump in the movie ‘The Great
Escape’ was done by stand-in rider Bud Ekins and he did it in just one take?
18. Peter Fonda wore the Captain America jacket and rode his chopper a week around Los
Angeles before shooting began on the movie Easy Rider, to give them a broken-in look,
and to get used to riding the radically designed bike. The American flag on the back of the
jacket, and on the gas tank of the bike, caused him to be pulled over several times by the
police.
19. Aside from making motorcycles, Kawasaki also manufactures personal watercraft, ships,
electronics, construction equipment, tractors, trains, helicopters, jet engines, missiles
and space rockets.
20. Only 3 states in the US do not require a helmet for any motorcyclist, while 28 states
require a helmet for certain riders and the other 19 states plus the District of Columbia
require a helmet for any rider (called a universal helmet law).
21. The highest three months for motorcycle theft are July, August and September while the
lowest are February, December, and March.
22. Dodge built and sold nine motorcycles with a Viper V-10 engine called the Dodge
Tomahawk. The motorcycle featured 500 horsepower with dual front and rear 20” wheels
and tires. Each sold for between $500k and $700k.
23. Only about 30% of all stolen motorcycles are recovered, which is half of all automobiles at
60% recovery.
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24. Actual motorcycle clubs were on the set of the 2003 movie Biker Boyz to aid with tricks,
stunts, and racing. They include Valiant Riders, Black Sabbath, G-Zer Tribe, Ruff Ryders,
Soul Brothers, Total Package, Chosen Few, Rare Breed, Brothers of the Sun, Sisters of the
Sun, Deuces, and Black Sabbath New Breed.
25. Honda motorcycles in California were the most stolen cycles in 2011 while HarleyDavidsons were the least stolen of the top five brands that made the list.
26. The Givenchy ‘motorcycle jacket’ was listed in 2016 as the most expensive jacket on the
market. At $9,100, the women’s Hooded Biker Jacket is clearly one of those pieces that
was designed for the sake of fashion rather than wearing while riding. Most of the jacket is
made of lambskin, but pillowy lamb fur lines the collar and inside of the hood.

If you enjoyed reading these interesting facts, stay tuned for next month's 3rd
and final installment of Motorcycle Facts That Will Blow Your Mind.
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Take Me Home, Country Roads
I did not write a newsletter article for publication last
month. What I had written just was not viable for our
chapter’s newsletter. As such, I did not send it in for
publication. It really did not meet my standards of quality for
an article that I would like to represent our chapter. Having
said/written that, I am sending in the following.
For those who do not know, Sandie and I no longer own Gold Wings. For various reasons, we
were no longer comfortable in operating a 900 plus pound motorcycle. We looked around for
a real-life solution as we want to continue to ride and the best one for us was the Can-Am
Spyder. Normal trikes did not meet our collective needs. We will continue to be members of
GWRRA as associate members and still part of Chapter X.
Our latest ride started on a Wednesday, rain falling around us. Some of it was light, but most
was windy with heavy rain. Something about starting a week plus ride in the rain just did not
fit in my idea of a great start. Our final destination was Zanesville, Ohio. We took back
roads from our home and headed North West towards Ohio. Rain pouring down caused us to
slow down to a safe pace. Our first stop for fuel was to be Wytheville, Virginia. This is
normally about 4 to 4 ½ hours travel time. Due to the rain and conditions, this took about 6
½ hours as safety is always first. Instead of continuing the ride, we stopped at a hotel for the
night. Right about the time we stopped, cleaned up and were walking across the street for
dinner, several other bikers stopped for the night at the same hotel. They also felt it was
better to stop.
Because we were going slowly, we observed how the lakes and streams were running high and
fast along the way. Fire ponds (the ponds in front of people’s homes) were over their brim
and creeping onto the grass lands around them. Streams were running hard and fast. Traffic
was light and several roads had been re-routed due to flooding on the highways.
The next day, we headed north on Interstate 77 towards Ohio. It was raining very lightly, and
we elected to get off the highway and travel some adjacent country roads. There were curvy
mountain roads with old established homes dotting the rich
forested area. As we were traveling along, I could not miss the
texture/feel of our surroundings. The road had hills and valleys
with curves which offered us some great up and down gear time
while looking at the explosion of bright green of the forests and
fields. Mountain water coming off the rocky cliffs added to the
beauty that only nature can provide.
After several miles, the back roads ended, and we went back onto the interstate. Rain
continued from light to medium with some heavy showers. Our rain gear still getting a
workout. After about 100 miles north, the rain came to a gradual stop and we pulled off for
some fuel, lunch and get out of the rain gear.
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We were back on the back road, off the highway for the next 100 or so miles to
Zanesville. Looking around I noticed we had entered into farmland. Farm
after farm planted with various types of crops had reaped the benefits of the
rain which had been falling for weeks on end in this area. I noted that
anywhere there was a patch of flat or almost flat land, crops had been
planted. Sometimes in the fields, there was an abandoned oil pump, rusted
over and left for us to realize a bygone era.
Most of the roads we traveled had no edge lines and mile after mile had no lines at all. Paved
country road, fire roads and buggy trails brought us into Zanesville and our hotel.
We met up with some old riding friends and met new ones for some serious country road
riding over the next several days. We had arrived one day before the rides were supposed to
start so we could go to Iron Pony Motorsports to pick up some things. When we mentioned
this to some folks, they wanted to go along. Sandie created an off-highway route and 7 bikes
took off the next day to go shopping and eat some great BBQ near the store. OH, NO RAIN!!!
The next day ride was a lunch ride and 44 motorcycles were involved. Back roads, corn
fields, rivers overflowing their banks were our vistas. Streams that a few days before were
low enough to walk across were now ragging rapids with white caps and roaring bellows of
sound. People were out in their yards cleaning up from any storm damage and just enjoying
the calm. Bright sunlight lit up the blue skies with fluffy white and gray clouds. There were
hills, curves, trees against the roadways and the sound of gears being changed as we went up
and down the mountains. That was just GOING to lunch!
Lunch was at an Amish style, family meal, style restaurant and we all ate too much food.
Arrangements had been made before we got there, and we had the banquet room upon
arrival. They even had a parking area only for our motorcycles. Nice touch.
After lunch, when everyone was enjoying the carb overflow, we headed back to the hotel on
a less active manner. We traveled on some normal two-lane highways, but with little traffic
in the rural areas. All and all, it was a great day to ride.
The next day was a long (200 plus miles) ride that was promised to be very challenging. Riders
were told that if you were not up for a very challenging ride than they should take a shorter,
less challenging ride available. Sande and I, along with her brother and his son, took the long
ride. OH MY, what a great mountain ride.
It took about 45 minutes to get into the mountains and then the fun started, up and down
mountain roads with twists and turns embedded in both the ups and downs and even in the
double/switch backs. Mile after mile we drove on, over frost heaves and bumpy roads with
no guard rails. Every so often we had some almost flat areas to rest our hands and
arms. Huge farms and farming complexes as large as some cities dotted the landscape.
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Then we came across Seneca Lake and Dam! a true wonder to behold. The lake, overflowing
at the dam was like glass reflecting the mountains around it. Islands in the lake were flooded
and the trees just poking out of the water. We continued to ride the hills around the lake for
almost 15 miles before heading back into the hills. On at least one occasion, the sign on the
road stated, “road not passable for trucks.” The sign did not lie.
We went over a bridge spanning the Ohio River into West Virginia for lunch. Rested a bit and
started to ride back. The trip back was just as challenging as the way to lunch. Many hours
later and well over 200 miles we were back at the hotel to get some rest.
Everyone left the next day and headed back to where they came from. We headed home,
with almost no rain, and got home safely.

Stay Safe
Rosy
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From Your Tech and Part Advisor
Helmet “Bobble” Head?
The most effective and important safety measure a motorcyclist can
invest in is the helmet. No other single piece of motorcycle gear
provides more protection, or more return on investment, in the event
of a crash. This explains why a motorcycle helmet should not be
bought based on the price or appearance. A rider should buy the best
fitting, most highly rated helmet he or she can afford.
You know, that too cool helmet with all the gadgets that seemed to fit ok. After some time
on your head, you have a headache and your neck hurts from trying to compensate for the
weight or wind resistance. Thus, the bobble head. We have all seen it or been there.
Buying a helmet requires a bit of research to understand the different shapes and how to buy
the best fit. In this motorcycle helmet sizing guide, let’s cover the following essential aspects
to choosing the correct motorcycle helmet:
Shape
Sizing a Motorcycle Helmet
Helmet Fit
Types of Motorcycle Helmets
But first, it's important to know a little about safety ratings. All helmets approved for use in
the United States come with a Department of Transportation (DOT) rating. Other safety
ratings include Snell and the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE). Snell and ECE tend to
have more rigorous testing but that doesn't mean a DOT-only approved helmet is any less safe
for highway travel.
The bottom line is the best helmet is the one that fits is comfortable and allows you to ride
without inhibiting your range of motion or ability to perform the necessary functions to safely
operate a motorcycle. Your helmet should feel, in effect, that you are not wearing one.
Shape
The most important helmet fitting aspect to consider before determining helmet size is
helmet shape. The shape of the rider's head plays a crucial role in selecting a proper fitting
motorcycle helmet. All helmet manufacturers design their lids to fit a specific head shape.
These often range across three primary designations - long oval, intermediate oval, and round
oval.


Long Oval - Shaped for a head which is longer front-to-back (from forehead to the back of
the skull) than it is side-to-side (ear to ear).
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Intermediate Oval - Shaped for a head which is slightly longer front-to-back than it is sideto-side. Most motorcycle helmets will fall into this category as it is the most common head
shape; if a helmet does not state its shape, this is usually it.
Round Oval - Shaped for a head which has almost identical front-to-back and side-to-side
measurements.

Once the head shape is determined, it is easier to filter the enormous selection of available
motorcycle helmets down to a smaller, more appropriate list of those which will fit the rider's
head. Now it is time to find the correct size of the motorcycle helmet. Note that different
helmet companies have different specifications. You might think your head is a large when in
fact a particular manufacturer may have a medium that fits perfectly.
Sizing a Motorcycle Helmet
Measuring for motorcycle helmet size is as simple as looking for a good fitted hat. The
difference is in how the helmet fits over the rider's head. The best tool for this is a
seamstress or tailor's tape measure. It is flexible enough to wrap around the rider's skull and
marked in useful increments for determining an accurate size. Use it to find which size of
helmet suits you:




Wrap the measuring tape around the fullest part of the head - this will be just above the
ears and about a half-inch above the eyebrows for most - and take the measurement at
the forehead. To get the most accurate measure, have a friend help with this step.
Take the measurement and compare to the size chart on the page for the desired
motorcycle helmet (you might have to scroll down). Each manufacturer has sizing which is
specific to its own models, so only rely on the size chart produced for the motorcycle
helmet being considered.
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Helmet Fit
When a new helmet is first worn, it should actually be slightly tight, with the interior coming
into contact with most of the head, but not so restrictive that it causes any pain. There
should be no "hot spots" - places where the helmet's interior puts pressure on specific points
of the skull or face - but it should not move around freely. With time, a helmet adjusts to
match the shape of the rider's head as it is worn, "breaks-in" and loosens a little. However, it
should never become loose enough to easily turn from side to side.




Put the helmet on - it should be a little tight as it goes on over the head.
The helmet should sit on the head evenly with the eye port's upper edge just above the
eyebrows and offer good peripheral vision to see side-to-side.
Put a finger between the helmet interior and the head. If it easily fits, try a smaller size.
Some helmet models allow a change in the cheek pads for better fitment, so consider this
when checking for proper sizing. Example of a SHOEI sizing chart

To fit the wide variety of face and head shapes in this world, padding options can help tailor
the helmet accurately to your dimensions. Helmet manufacturers often provide easily
changeable cheek pads (and other changeable interior pads) of different thicknesses for this
purpose.
Determining your head shape may lead you to find that you can fit into a smaller helmet than
your measured size. In further explanation from Arai, “Depending on where your head
measures within a range, your measured size might be snug or loose, depending on shape. So,
a medium Quantum-X (Round Oval) might be loose, but a small Signet-X (Long Oval) might
offer just enough room to fit snugly. This of course depends on the width of your head. So
measured size is always just part of the process, while test fitting will give you the final
answer.”
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Once you think you have a winner, run through this checklist to verify that your helmet feels
just right.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The helmet doesn't move when you shake your head.
Your eyes are in the middle of the eye port.
You feel a slight, even pressure all across your head.
Cheek pads brush up against your cheeks without exerting uncomfortable pressure.
There are no gaps between your temples and the brow pads.
The face shield (if a full-face helmet) doesn't touch your nose or chin when you push on
the chin piece.
7. You can't slip off the helmet when the chin strap is securely fastened.
8. The neck roll (if there is one) doesn't push the helmet away from the back of your neck.
9. Upon removing the helmet, your head doesn't feel sore and there are no red spots.
Finally, when deciding on a helmet style - it's mostly up to personal choice for color, patterns
and shield tint but remember the brighter and easier to see a helmet the more likely drivers
spot a rider. The face shield should not obscure the rider's vision in any way and tinted visors
should only be used for sunny days.
Conclusion
A well-fitting motorcycle helmet contributes to a safer and more comfortable ride. If the
helmet does not fit right, it can cause pain which often leads to dangerous distractions, and it
may not completely protect the rider's head in a crash. Therefore, finding a motorcycle
helmet which fits the rider correctly is very important to the helmet's twin missions of
comfort and safety. Spend enough time finding the right helmet and you will find that the
helmet almost disappears while wearing and yet it is right where it needs to be should the
ride go wrong. Be smart. Be safe. Ride with a correctly sized motorcycle helmet without the
DREADED BOBBLEHEAD and enjoy the road for years to come.

Until next time, keep the shiny side up
John “Rebel” Rooney
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From Your Editors
I have never thought the phrase “Social Distancing” was
appropriate. Since the rise of social media, smart phones and
video games, families and friends have been socially distant. We
date and break-up on-line, we threaten, bully and say all kinds
of things we would never say in person, we spend five minutes texting something that we can
pick up the phone and say in ten seconds; let’s face it, communication has been reduced to
140 characters or less. We don’t even have to spell anymore; auto-correct takes care of it for
us. I’m just waiting for the day when our little Avery discovers that Alexa can give him the
answers to his schoolwork.
Social Distancing is the last thing we should all be doing; physical distancing, yes, but social
distancing absolutely not! Now more than ever, we should be putting down our electronic
devices, unplugging our video game controllers and deactivating social media. It is time to
reconnect with family and friends. Can we only come together for fun and fellowship when a
buffet is involved? When is the last time you’ve reached out to other chapter members that
you use to see at their monthly gathering? Remember those individuals who lost a spouse, a
parent or a sibling a few months ago? They are still grieving and in need of support.
Remember those individuals who were sick or caring for a sick loved one? Do you know how
they are feeling now?
We are isolated in our homes, but we don’t have to be isolated in our hearts. Let’s remain
physically distant but socially connected.

Janice and Deetra Bryant
Newsletter Editors
July GWRRA Anniversary

July Birthdays
Jeannie Gunther
Roger Patterson
Alfreta Schwartzberg
Sue Turner
Ron Winick
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Let us think about our teachers, parents and students who are facing challenging decisions in this time
of uncertainty. They don’t need judgement, political views or personal opinions. Instead, offer your
prayers, your compassion and your unconditional support. It takes a village to raise a child, don’t be
the village idiot.

Up and Coming Rides
Saturday July 18 - Chapter X Birthday Celebration Picnic and Chapter Meeting at Falls
Lake Recreation Area, from the Beaver Dam entrance, at 11:00AM. Chapter members only.
Please bring a lunch and beverage for your enjoyment. The chapter will provide a birthday
cake for dessert. If possible, you may want to bring a folding chair. RSVP to Jane Petzold,
Event Coordinator. Ride information to follow.

Remember the key is to PARTICIPATE”. Participation = FUN.
Click below and read Newsletters
from: North Carolina District
And GWRRA Insight
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NC-X July "Member Participation"
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NC State Parks Challege Rides Again!
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Support All Our Advertisers
11016 Capital Blvd., Wake
Forest NC 27587
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Thank You to our Sponsors.
Please support our sponsors
when you need the
Products and Services they
provide.

Your Ad Could Go Here!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wake Forest Wings (GWRRA Chapter NC-X) is located in Wake Forest, NC.
Our Newsletter is circulated to a diverse group of people all over North
Carolina and is also sent to the Region staff that resides in North
Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee and Kentucky. In addition,
your advertising will appear on the Chapter’s website
(www.wakeforestwings.org).
The advertising rates listed below are for 12 consecutive months – 12
issues and can be modified anytime without additional charges.
 Business card - $25.00
One half page - $75.00

One quarter page - $50.00 
Full page - $100.00

Please contact newsletter editor, at editor@wakeforestwings.org
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Presidential Assistants

National Team

Bob & Nan Shrader
floridadd@msn.com

Director of GWRRA
Jere and Sherry Goodman
director@gwrra.org

North Carolina
District Team

Director of Rider Education
Susan and George Huttman
director-re@gwrra.org

District Directors
Glenn and Joy Kennedy
districtdirector@gwrranc.org
Assistant District Directors, East
Tom Tipton
tiptonsauto@att.net
Assistant District Directors, West
Clyde Alexander
clyde-alex@hotmail.com
Assistant District Directors, Central
Libby Jennings
libbyjennings@yahoo.com
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Director of GWRRA University
Clara and Fred Bolt
toledotriker@gmail.com
Director of Membership
Enhancement
Larry & Penny Anthony
mepgwrra@gmail.com

